book of plans
The plans in the plan book were developed
for individual clients. You will be reviewing their
ideas and dreams. We hope you will peruse
this book gleaning new ideas from each plan.
We want to attempt to raise your dome
consciousness by exposing you to a wide
variety of unusual plans.
Plans are a very moldable product - all you
have to do to change something is erase a line
and draw a new one.
Don’t be looking for that perfect plan - it
usually doesn't exist, at least until it is created
just for you.
The plan book has four to six plans for each
size dome. We just don’t show you a basic first
and second floor plan like everyone else - we
include all three floor plans (since most of our
domes have lower levels) and we show a cuta-way section of all three floors. Then we
include a rendered picture of what that dome
looks like in a real setting.
Domes Come True 2 features only 45’-49’
domes with 4-5 groupies. Domes Come True
features mainly 29’-40’ domes with 2 at 46’
and 3 groupie plans.
Natural Spaces Domes would like to have
the opportunity to create your plan with you our experience and your dreams will make
your dome come true.
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interior planning kit
Our interior planning kit provides architectural
scale (1/4”=1’-0”) grid drawings for the floor
planning along with a dome grid cross-section
for planning heights.
We indicate where extensions can be
attached and give you cut-outs for planning
them.
We show you possible window patterns. You
are also given the orientation of the skyloft and
view cupola.
We don’t expect you to plan out every detail
of your dome home. We will take your basic
ideas and finish them…but some people never
got over the paper doll cut-out stage.
We provide an extensive group of furniture
and appliance cut-outs that match the scale of
your grid floor plans. Cut-outs for living rooms,
dining rooms, bedrooms, baths, kitchens,
closets, garages, and misc. items.
You may have some special items that with a
tape measure and our scale ruler provided, you
can measure your actual piece and make a
scale model cut-out.
Included is a design program questionnaire
that we have you fill out and return along with
your layout ideas. We can then plan a dome
based on you alone.
If you want to use your computer for drawing,
you need to have a C.A.D. program (even a
"low-end" system) that imports DWG or DXF
files. We can then send you a computer disk
with an Interior Planning Kit similar to our paper
copy. See out price list.
If you are at all interested in a custom dome
plan, then you need this kit.
The more effort you put into the planning
process, the better your house will function as
an environment for your particular family and
site.
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